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OUTCHAIR S is a compact, all-terrain power wheelchair,
high-performing and blessed with great climbing capacities,
ideal for outdoor excursions, cobblestones, gravel, roads, paths,
forests, sand and snow…
It will accompany you everywhere on your urbain trips, nature
outings or your sporting activities.

HIGH PERFORMANCE 4X4.

AMY seat (optional)

High-performing and blessed with great climbing capacities, it’s ideal for outdoor excursions: cobblestones, gravel, roads, paths, forests, sand and snow…
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Equipped with 4 350W motorised
wheels, can obtain 10 km/h.

› Intuitive control

With its LCD screen and joystick,
you can intuitively switch between
two driving modes and easily manage
the settings of the wheelchair.

› Autonomy

With its two large capacity batteries,
the OUTCHAIR can travel up to
35 km on flat ground.

› Adjustable shock-absorbers

Its two air shock-absorbers are
adjustable and adapt the suspension
depending on the user’s needs.

› 4X4 mode › Technical characteristics

Accessibility all-terrain interior and exterior

Configuration 4 wheels driving

General dimensions length: 1000 mm with leg rest

width: 680 mm

height: 1430 mm

Seat height from 550 to 610 mm

Seat width from 380 to 610 mm

Seat depth from 380 to 560 mm

Armrest height from 150mm to 370mm

Backrest height from 400 to 710 mm

Battery weight 66kg (110Ah)

Chair weight 220 kg with batteries

Maximum user weight 140kg

Speed 10km/h

Braking distance 210cm

Turning radius 110cm

Half turn width 240cm

Static stability 15°

Dynamic stability 10°

Slope ability 10°

Maximum slope 10°

Obstacle crossing 15cm

Autonomy 35km

Engines 350W x 4

Gel Batteries 12V 110Ah x 2

Electronic R-Net

Seated electric rocker from 0° to 23°

Electric tilt backrest and leg rest optional

Battery charging by joystick

Front wheels 350mm

Rear wheels 350mm

Pendant lights front wheel air shock absorbers


